It's My Birthday: A Celebration Of My First 18 Years (A Memory Album And Keepsake Journal)
This unique album is a fun and easy-to-use record book that makes a unique keepsake of every birthday, from 1st to 18th! (It starts out with space for birth memories, too.) Designed with a large, sturdy cover, spine, and 3-ring binder to allow you to store all your precious memories, even those that don’t “fit.” Birthday pages allow you to record notes about each of your child’s first 18 birthdays, including party theme, kind of cake, guests, gifts, and more. Parents can fill out pages for the first several years, of course, but older kids and teens will enjoy recording their own memories. “This year . . .” pages are for writing down your favorites for each year; they also include a few fun questions to answer. Convenient plastic pocket sheets hold mementos like photos, birthday cards, invitations, favors, and more from all the Big Days. Pages to record each year’s highlights and things to remember allow you to keep track of all the special moments that make up childhood. 80 pages, plus 19 clear archival dual-pocket plastic sheets. Three-ring binder measures 10” high x 11” wide.
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Customer Reviews
I had been looking for some kind of book for my 2 year old. We filled the baby book, but I need something else to start writing these memories down in. This is an excellent way to track birthday’s over the years! Well, not just birthdays, memories for each year. To start, I'll tell you how this is laid out. It starts with a "Welcome baby" page. It’s front and back and goes over the stats from the birth and then leaves a spot for a handprint, footprint and a birth picture. Then there’s one page with 2 spots on the front and two on back for other mementos. Then comes the birthday years. These go from 1 to 18. Each year consists of 3 pages, front and back. Page 1 and 2 of each section is party information. Page 3 and 4 are other questions about the year, such as favorite foods, friends,
adventures and highlights (to name a few). Page 5 and 6 are the picture/momento pages. The questions are appropriate to the age, so a 17 year old isn’t asked "How my parents put me to bed", they are asked things like "hottest trends this year" and "what I did during my summer vacation". This is really an excellent book. I would encourage anyone to consider it for a first birthday or baby shower gift. I am starting this and my son is 2 years old. I went back through and wrote what I could about his first year, but it gets a little foggy with time. I really wish I had it earlier. My 11 year old daughter has a "School Years" book like this, but unfortunately there's a gap between her baby book and Kindergarden. This is a great, all encompassing book. One thing I want to point out. Be creative, write in the margins, add more pictures than there’s space for. For example, there’s no section for height/weight.
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